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Island-Hopping Touring Guide

Xianjiao Island

Pengpeng Beach

Jibei Island

Muduo Island

Niao Island

Gupo Island

Xianjiao Island is the largest sandbank in 
Penghu. Though not large, the ocean's 
various layers of depth paint a vibrant 
beach of various colors. The tiny island 
can be appreciated with just one glance, 
giving off the impression of a private 
island. The telenovela "Summer" was 
filmed here at Xianjiao, significantly rais-
ing the island's popularity.

Pengpeng Beach, an off-shore sand-
bank southwest of the island, is an 
uninhabited island where speed boat 
operators selling package tour bringing 
their customers to enjoy the sea. Autumn 
is the ideal season for suave wind surf-
ers, when the virtuoso gather here from 
all over the world to surf in between the 
islands. 

Jibei presents a unique teardrop-shaped 
spit. The shell sand beach glistens under 
the sun with a warm glow. With the blue 
sky and ocean, the beach is a popular 
attraction for island vacationing in Peng-
hu. Jibei is also the ultimate location for 
water sports. In the summer, the clear-
blue waters are dotted with tourists from 
all over the world, dancing in the ocean 
with joy and zeal.

※ Reminder for tourists：
1. The trek from the island to Pengpeng Beach 
can only be completed during low tide. It is 
time limited and should best be led by guides 
who know the territory, for your safety.

2.Currently Pengpeng Beach is divided into 
two areas. The sandbank on the eastern side 
of the island is now designated and fenced as 
a wild bird reserve. Entry by the general public 
is prohibited.

Relatively low in altitude with a flat land-
scape, Tiezhen Island looks much like a 
chopping board flat on the ocean's sur-
face. On the northern side of the island is 
a large sea cave, where skilled captains 
would sail their boats in to show tourists 
the sight of the sky through a narrow 
gap, called the "thread of sky".

Dachang Island, located in the inner sea of Penghu and across from Zhongtun 
Island, is relatively tranquil compared to other popular destination islands. The 
inner sea is comparatively calmer, thus the ancient name of Penghu, "Pinghu (flat 
lake)." Just across the sea from Dachang are the Zhongtun windmills, downtown 
Magong, Penghu Trans-Ocean Bridge, and Xiyu Island. The harbor for the ferry to 
and from Dachang is located at Zhongguangli (Houku lake), Magong city. There 
are regular ferries daily, with each ride approximately 15 minutes in length, a per-
fect addition to a winter trip. The tidal zone around the island is wide, supporting 
the popular gathering and fishing industries near the shallow beach areas. During 
the low tides visitors can experience the lifestyle of a fishing village.

Located on the northern boundary of 
Penghu, the island is surrounded by 
crystal clear waters, the perfect locale 
for snorkeling. The most prominent 
landmark is the black-and-white Muduo 
Island Lighthouse, the first lighthouse in 
Penghu built in the Japanese colonial 
ages. Before a backdrop of the sky and 
the crystal blue waters, the lighthouse is 
a beacon that guides for sailing ships as 
well as a famous tourist attraction.

Yuanbei Island

The northeastern side of Yuanbei Island 
is famed for its tower-shaped basalt with 
a straight columnar joint, shaped much 
like pleated skirts. A spectacle of stones 
also decorates the northwestern side of 
the island. Given their shape similar to a 
Chinese writing brushe and ink slab, the 
stones are also nicknamed "the stone 
brush" and the "stone ink slab". Other 
than relying on boats that travel to and 
from Yuanbei island, the island dwellers 
also use the ocean trek that appears be-
tween Shagang of the main island and 
Yuanbei during low tides. Visitors should 
visit with a experienced guide.

The people of Penghu would say, "Ni-
aoyu (i.e. Bird Island) has no birds. The 
flower island (Penghu) has no flowers.". 
But the truth is not so. According to local 
bird watchers, there are plenty of migra-
tory birds and stragglers, especially in 
between spring and summer, when it is 
possible to see summer birds such as 
terns gliding in the sky.

Gupo Island is renowned for its laver 
production. Every winter, Chikan Village 
would issue "laver harvesting licenses" 
according to the number of working men 
in every household. Villagers with the 
licenses board boats, depart for Gupo 
Island, and begin harvesting upon the 
appointed time.

Sailing in the wind,
Bearing the marks of the scorching sun, 

Hopping from this island to that, 
Settle on one island 

to uncover a whole new world.

The Northern Sea attracts numerous tourists each year 
to enjoy the sun and chase the tides.

Parasailing / The forceful northeastern seasonal wind  
caresses the audacious hearts of every surfer.

Tiezhen Island

Jishan Island consists of Large Jishan 
and Small Jishan. Jishan Island is re-
nowned for its pillar basalts. Magnifi-
cent basalts surround the island like 
children's blocks of myriad sizes. The 
island is now a natural basalt reserve 
as well as an important habitat for 
terns in summer.

The wind and ocean-eroded basalts 
covered Dinggou Island with the likes of 
mountains and valleys, magnificent and 
sharply protruding. In the summer, the 
majority of birds on the island are liradae 
such as bridle terns. The birds thrive due 
to the closure of the island to visitors.

In addition to the diverse basalt land-
scape, Baisha island also has sinkholes 
from the erosion of sea water and to-
fu-shaped beach rocks. The eastern 
shore of the island is full of unique ba-
salt structures, such as the curved rock 
structures. Due to the variety of the is-
land's geological composition and land-
scape, the area has been designated a 
natural basalt reserve.

Baisha Island

Jishan Island

Dinggou Island

Dachang Island

Transportation From Magong Main Island to North Sea:
Departs from Beihai Visitor Center. Both public and 
private ferries are available. Travel time on speed 
boats is approximately 15 minutes.

Penghu County Government: 06 - 9274400 
No.32, Zhiping Road, Magong City, Penghu County

Penghu Tour 
Website

Ad.

From island to island

Provided by Penghu National Scenic 
Area Administration

East
   Sea

From Magong Main Island to East Sea: 
Tourists going to Yuanbei Island and Niaoyu Island 
can take ferries at North Sea Chikan and Qitou Visitor 
Centers. Pengpeng Beach is uninhabited, without 
regular ferries to and forth. The main operators are 
summer-only East Sea speed boat companies taking 
tourists on rides of approximately 15 minutes.

North      Sea
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Those who enjoy geology and land-
forms would be in awe of the sporad-
ically protruding rocks sculpted by 
ocean erosion. Most tourists, on the 
other hand, are drawn by the fame of 
the Twin Hearts Stone Weir, from where 
the nickname "Island of Love" came 
from. The Tomb of the Seven Beauties, 
Longcheng, Dashi, Small Taiwan, and 
Waiting-husband Reef are all famous 
scenic attractions. These unique land-
scapes are excellent teaching materials 
for many earth science field trips.

Xiji Island is the lowest in altitude of all four 
southern islands. On the northeast coast 
are several hundred meters of shore coat-
ed with pillar basaltic cliff, its clear joints 
glimmering with the crystal blue water. 
Wild grasses overwhelm the village of Xiji 
Island, as the villagers moved away more 
than 30 years ago. Visitors can occasion-
ally see the artistic Tsai mansion guarding 
this lone island. On the northern side of 
the island lies the famous sea cave Chou-
Lon（the Blue Cave), much adored by the 
tourists in recent years.

※   Ferries to Wang-an Island:
• Regular water bus for Jiangjun Island from Monday to Friday
• One ferry each week to Dongji, Dongyuping, and Xiyuping,  
        and occasional ferries to Huayu 

※   Information for island hopping:
• When taking a tourist boat for a tour, please note if the tour is for "going ashore" or "cruising".    
      For "cruising", the boats will stop briefly near the island but will not allow tourists to go on the 
      island. If it is for "going ashore", please keep track of time and be ready for boarding on time.
• Islands with accommodation: Cimei, Wang-an, Jiangjun, Jibei, Naoyu, and Dachang.
• During activities in the tidal pools, please help protect the ecology by neither taking nor harming 
      the wildlife. Please also pay attention to the tides and your own safety.
• Please apply sunscreen and pay attention to your safety around the water. The summer sun 
      at Penghu can be very harsh. Visitors who suffer motion sickness easily should prepare their 
      own medication. Visitors are advised to bring binoculars for observing geological landforms and  
      bird watching. The magnifying power should not be too high, for the bumpy boat ride could 
      inhibit observation. Please wear life jackets when taking a boat or participating in water activities.

Northern Sea One-day Tour
Depart from Chikan → Jibei Island (going ashore, sight-seeing & dining) → Xianjiao 
Island (going ashore, water sports) → Return to Chikan

Four Southern Islands One-day Tour:
Tour A
Depart from Magong → Dongji Island (going ashore) → Xiji Island (enjoying the view of 
the sea cave Chou-Lon（the Blue Cave), not going ashore) → Cimei (going ashore, dining, 
snorkeling) → Dongyuping (cruising) → Xiyuping (cruising) → Toujin Island (cruising)

Tour B
Depart from Magong → Cimei (going ashore, sightseeing) → Xiji Island 
(enjoy the view of the sea cave Chou-Lon（the Blue Cave), not going ashore) → 
Dongyuping (going ashore, dining, snorkeling available) → Return to Magong

※ The actual route will depend on the tidal currents. 
     For the best scenery, most operators will arrange to visit the Blue Cave at noon.

Four Southern Islands Two-day Tour:
Day 1: Depart from Magong → Cimei (going ashore, sightseeing) → Xiji Island 
           (enjoy the view of the sea cave Chou-Lon（the Blue Cave), not going ashore) →
             Dongyuping (going ashore, dining, snorkeling, accommodation)

Day 2: Depart from Dongyuping → Xiyuping (going ashore, sight-seeing on foot) →  
            Dongji Island (going ashore, sight-seeing on foot) → Return to Magong

※ The Four Southern Islands have become popular destinations in the recent years, 
     but due to the limited accommodation and ferries, early reservation is suggested.

South Sea + Four Southern Islands Three-day Tour:
Day 1: Depart from Magong → Hujing Island (going ashore) → Tongpan Island 
           (going ashore) → Wang-an (going ashore, dining, sight-seeing, accommodation)

Day 2: Wang-an → Dongpingyu (going ashore) → Xipingyu (going ashore or cruising) →
            Cimei (going ashore, dining, sightseeing, accommodation)

Day 3: Cimei → Dongji Island (going ashore) → Xiji Island (enjoy the view of the sea 
            cave Chou-Lon（the Blue Cave), not going ashore) → Return to Magong

Tongpan Island is most famous for 
its straight columnar basalt. This was 
formed when lava meets sea water 
and cools down rapidly, shrinking into 
hexagonal basaltic conduits. Along the 
shores of Tongpan Island are trails for 
tourists to enjoy the geological specta-
cle along the waters.

Hujing Island is not far from Penghu main 
island and Tongpan Island. It is not dif-
ficult to distinguish between Tongpan 
Island and Hujing Island from afar: the 
small, and round one shaped like the lid 
of a jar is the former, while the latter is 
higher in altitude with a plain in the cen-
ter, where most residents dwell. In recent 
years, to mark the Tropic of Cancer pass-
ing through Hujing Island, a new structure 
was built, with one side reading "I am in 
Penghu" and the other reading "Together 
with happiness", attracting many visitors 
for photos.

Xiyuping has a permanent population of 
less than 10 and is under the jurisdiction 
of Wang-an Township. The waters sur-
rounding Xiyuping is a haven for snorkel-
ing thanks to its many of coral reefs. Ev-
ery year the magnificent underwater view 
attracts plenty of snorkeling enthusiasts.

Dongji Island is close to Tainan, most of 
its population has moved to southern 
Taiwan. Currently there are less than 100 
people living permanently on the island. 
Dongji Lighthouse is the landmark of the 
island. Standing on the mountain, visitors 
can easily survey the plains of the island, 
fringed by the harbor at the shore, the 
crystal clear waters, the gorgeous beach, 
and the houses decorating the island. This 
is the unforgettable epitome of the mod-
esty and nature of Dongji.

Jiangjunao Island is across from Wang-
an. Looking from afar, the island is 
crowded with masts and covered with 
orderly houses, thus the complimentary 
nickname of "Little Hongkong". Given 
the variety of geological environments, 
Jiangjunao Island is also famous for its 
coral and aragonite. One attraction worth 
mentioning is the "Jiangjun (general) Fish-
ing Harbor", for the harbor is famous for 
being the home of many sea captains. Its 
antique style led to it being ranked among 
the first 10 Most Charismatic Harbors.

Wang-an Island is an island with flat 
meadows. Only on the hillside near Tian-
tie Mountain can visitors take in the full 
view of the island. The natural view is 
complemented by the strolling cows on 
the meadows during spring and summer, 
depicting a comfortable picture. There 
are many ecology and historical sites in 
Wang-an; the Green Turtle Tourism and 
Conservation Center and Flower House 
Traditional Residence are both invaluable 
treasures of the island.

The site of Shinyo-class motorboat base 
was near the Yuanyang Cave, during the 
period of Japanese rule. The Shinyo mo-
torboats were a suicidal assault strategy 
devised by the Japanese near the end 
of the Second World War. In 1994 the 
Japanese troops mobilized the villagers 
of Wang-an and Jiangjun to dig multiple 
tunnels to store Shinyo motorboats. To-
day, the tunnels have collapsed, leaving 
behind only ruins.

※ For those who love photography, keep your dis-
tance from the shore and walk into the tidal zone 
during low tide to take photos of the reflections of 
the basalts in the tidal pools. With the mountain, the 
water, and the sky, the basalts majestically appear 
to be double layered.

Governmental offices such as Dongyup-
ing Inspection Office are located on 
Dongyuping, including the public health 
service center, the local police station, 
and the Marine Natioanl Park Headquar-
ters. There are more public servants 
than civilians on the island. The view of 
the Dongyuping terrace fields and bays 
from high grounds is a must-see at the 
island. Visitors may even see the neigh-
boring Xiyuping.

South Penghu National Park

TRANSPORTATION 
BETWEEN ISLANDS OF PENGHU

Hop the islands with passion! Packaged Tours

Transportation to North Sea, East Sea, and South Sea departs respectively at North 
Sea Visitor Center of Chikan Village, Baisha Township, Citou Visitor Center of Citou 
Village, and South Sea Visitor Center at Magong City Third Harbour. Tickets are sold 
at these locations.

Beihai

Nanhai

East Sea

Four Southern Islands
South Sea One-day Tour
Tour A
Depart from Magong → Wang-an → Hujing Island → 
Tongpan Island → Return to Magong

Tour B
Depart from Magong → Hujing Island → Tongpan Island (cruising or going ashore) → 
Cimei → Return to Magong

Tour C
Depart from Magong → Cimei (going on island, dining, sight-seeing) →  
Wang-an (going ashore, sightseeing) → Return to Magong

Tour D
Depart from Magong → Take ferry from Wang-an to Jiangjun Island →  
Wang-an (going ashore, sightseeing) → Return to Magong

South Sea One-day Tour:
Tour A
Day 1: Depart from Magong → Cimei (going ashore, dining, sight-seeing, 
           accommodation)
Day 2: Cimei → Wang-an (going ashore, dining, sightseeing) → Return to Magong

Tour B
Day 1: Depart from Magong → Take ferry from Wang-an to Jiangjun Island (going
           ashore, sightseeing) → Wang-an (going ashore, sight-seeing, accommodation)
Day 2: Wang-an → Cimei (going ashore, dining, sight-seeing) → Return to Magong

Tour C
Day 1: Depart from Magong → Wang-an (going ashore, dining, sight-seeing) →    
           Jiangjun Island (going ashore, accommodation)
Day 2: Wang-an → Cimei (going ashore, dining, sightseeing) → Return to Magong

Chou-Lon (The Blue Cave)

Listed as a national park in 2014, the four southern islands – Dongji Island, Xiji 
Island, Dongyuping, and Xiyuping – rose to fame in the southeast waters of Pen-
ghu. Due to the inconvenience of its transportation for a long time, the islands 
were classified as Class 3 offshore islands. After village relocations and popula-
tion emigration, there are very few residents on the island, with public servants 
outnumbering civilians.

※ The main goal of the islands is ecological conversation. Some of the sanitation 
facilities are still under construction. Tourists planning on visiting should bring 
their own fresh water, as fresh water on offshore islands is a precious resource.

※ Trivia:  There are many offshore islands in Penghu,  
and they can be classified into three Classes.

Class 1 offshore islands: Magong, Huxi, Baisha, Xiyu, Xiaomen
Class 2 offshore islands:  Hujing, Tongpan, Jibei, Niaoyu, Yuanbei,  

Wang-an, Cimei
Class 3 offshore islands: Dongji Island, Huayu, Dongyuping, Xiyuping, Xiji

Class 3 islands are those where visitors have to take a boat from Class 1 islands 
(Magong) to Class 2 islands, such as Wang-an or Jiangjun island, before hiring 
another boat for the final leg.

※ The four southern islands are under the jurisdiction of the Marine National 
Park Headquarters. Please adhere to regulations in the National Park Law during your 
travels.

North Sea Two-day Tour
Tour A
Day 1: Depart from Chikan or Citou → Jibei Island (going ashore, water sports, 
            sightseeing, dining, accommodation)

Day 2: Depart from Jibei → Gupo Island (going ashore) → Xianjiao Island 
           (going ashore, water sports) → Return to Chikan or Citou

Tour B
Day 1: Depart from Chikan → Jibei Island or Niaoyu (going ashore, accommodation)
Day 2: Depart from Jibei or Niaoyu → Return to Chikan

East Sea One-day Tour
Tour A
Depart from Citou → Yuanbei Island (cruising, enjoying the views of the basaltic land-
scape) → Jishan Island, Dinggou Island, Baisha Island (cruising, birdwatching, enjoy-
ing the views of the landscape) → Niaoyu (going ashore, dining) → Tidal pool tour

Tour B
Depart from Chikan → Jishan Island, Dinggou Island, Yuanbei Island, Baisha Island 
(cruising, birdwatching, enjoying the views of the basaltic landscape) → Return to 
harbor (fishing village experience) 

Tour C: 
Depart from Citou → Yuanbei Island (going ashore for stone brush and stone ink 
slab) →  Citou

※ The actual route will depend on the tidal currents. Other companies also offer activities such as fishing, 
     snorkeling, and fishing village experience. 

Penghu Inner Sea One-day Tour:
Depart from Dacang, Magong → Dacang (going ashore, experiencing the lives of a 
fishing household, accommodation also available) → Return to Magong

23.5

Provided by Penghu National Scenic 
Area Administration

※ Reminder: Visitors who suffer from motion sick-
ness easily should consider taking the ferries, 
which take longer to arrive at the islands, but are 
less bumpy than speed boats. The ferries will arrive 
at Cimei via Wang-an and will set sail for the return 
trip after a brief stop.

From Magong Main Island to South Sea:
Ferries depart from Nanhai Visitor Center (please arrive 30 
mins before departure). Tickets may be bought from travel 
agencies or directly from speed boat operators.

South 
     S

ea

Twin Hearts Stone Weir 
The wisdom of our ancestors, 
the warmth of our companion

Beihai Shipping
Chikan Wharf←→Jibei Wharf
Houliao Wharf←→Jibei Wharf

Donghai Shipping
Qitou Wharf←→Yuanbei Wharf
Qitou Wharf←→Niaoyu Wharf

Nanhai Shipping
Magong←→Wang-an←→Cimei
Magong←→Jiangjun Ao←→Wang-an
Magong←→Huayu
Magong←→Hujin
Magong←→Tongpan

Departure
1. Magong No.3 Wharf (Nanhai Speedboat Wharf)
2. Chikan Speedboat Wharf)
3. Houliao Visitor Center
4. Qitou Visitor Center

Penghu County Government 
Public Vehicle / Boat Administration Division

*Above information is for reference only. Actual situation may differ.  
 Please confirm ferry status before departure.

     FourSouthern islands
Transportation for the Four Southern Islands of Penghu
Currently, transportation relies on shipping. There are fishing harbors at 
Dongji Island and Dongyuping. At Xiyuping there is a simple finger pier, 
while at Xiji Island there is none.
※ Direct arrival: It is possible to book ferries directly from Tainan or Kaoshi-
ung, each one-way ride taking approximately 3 hours.
※ Ferry transferral: Visitors may take yachts or ferries from Magong to 
Wang-an, and then book ferries or take occasional ferries to the Southern 
Islands. The time for a one-way trip is approximately 2 hours.

The surrounding seas of the four southern islands are 
paradise in the eyes of the snorkeling tourists.


